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How many poems see the light of print in America each year? To find the answer 
simply multiply the number of literary magazines in the United States by the 
average number of poems per issue times the number of issues each year.  
 
That's right: too many. It's enough to make you wish the NEA would award grants 
to poets for not writing, like the ones farmers get for not growing crops. And 
partially because of this glut of publications, there is also a quality problem to be 
faced. A friend of mine announced one night over dinner that 83% of 
contemporary poetry is not worth reading. Somehow, that number, pulled out of 
the air, continues to seem deadly accurate. I should add quickly that I count 
myself among those whose lives would be sorely impoverished without the 
dependable availability of the remaining 17%. With those percentages in mind, 
what I have been doing, among other things, for the past year as guest editor of 
The Best American Poetry 2006 is reading more contemporary poems than 
anyone should be expected to and sorting them roughly into two piles, one 
noticeably taller than the other. Literary judges typically complain about the 
difficulty of making up their minds when faced with such an abundance of good 
work, but I found it fairly easy to man the pearly gates of this annual collection. 
Poems either left me cold or caught me in their spell. Into the big pile went many 
poems I gave up on before I got to the end. Into the small pile went ones that 
held my attention, and when it came down to the harder final calls, the stayers 
were ones that invited me to return to their first lines again. And the reward for 
paging through 1,754 magazines-to pull another number out of the air-is this 
terrific group of 75, which this book, true to form, has declared the year's "best." 
Several past guest editors have felt a need to make apologies for that 
superlative. In these hyper-sensitive times when the lighting of a cigarette is 
regarded as a moral offense, why be surprised that the notion of ranking poems 
would be cause for discomfort? It might have something to do with a falsely 
elevated conception of what poetry is. Britain's Booker Prize is one of many 
handed out for fiction and attended by lively public gossip and often shameless 
declarations from the short-listed. But competitiveness and poetry do not seem to 
go together equally as well. Is it the putative sanctity of poetry, its post-Romantic 
veneration, that makes it, in the minds of some, immune from value judgments 
(how dare you!), claims of superiority (the nerve!), and discrimination (but what 
about the others?!)? Is poetry thought to occupy a realm beyond the grim reality 
of earthly competition? Or is there a baser cause? Have the loudest objectors 



been driven to such ill feeling by their perennial exclusion? Frankly, the 
designation "best" doesn't bother me. At worst, the title is a marketing strategy 
designed to encourage book sales and maybe convert some new readers to 
poetry. Who would reach for a book called "Some Fairly Decent Poems"? In one 
way, "best" meant I could simply pick what I liked, just as I had done when I put 
together a Web site and two anthologies in the "Poetry 180" program. De 
gustibus non est disputandum, yawned the recumbent Roman, or to alter Fran 
Liebowitz's unassailable definition of good and bad music, good poetry is poetry I 
like, and bad poetry is poetry I don't like. But I was always convinced that I could 
find enough very good poems to make an edition that would demonstrate the 
strength and imaginative diversity of the poetry being written in America today. 
 
Admittedly, a more accurate but less catchy title for this collection would be "Best 
American Poetry According to the Skewed, Erratic Taste of the Present Editor." 
And since no one can-or would want to-read every single poem published in 
America for the year, "best" really means the best of the ones that happened to 
come my way. It is just possible that there are some not-so-mute but still 
inglorious Miltons out there whose work never found its way to me, but my wide 
reading indicated rather a preponderance of poems written by non-Miltons who 
might want to consider muteness as an alternative to poetry writing. Perhaps the 
low reputation of autocratic critical judgment is what makes people uncomfortable 
about literary selectivity. Surely, "judgmental" was not always a term of 
condemnation. With the notable exception of the shadow-casting figure of Harold 
Bloom, few of today's critics utter declarations about the value of literary works 
based solely on their own informed taste. For better or worse, the days of Eliot, 
Empson, and Jarrell are as gone as the snows of yesteryear. The confidence that 
emboldened such fearless critics gradually shriveled in the decades that 
witnessed the rise of theoretical criticism whether of the Viennese or French 
variety. When personal taste was a legitimate basis for literary criticism, readers 
looked to critics to guide and deepen their literary experience by pointing them 
towards works of value and saving them from wasting time on dross. I admit to 
feeling nostalgic for those days. I generally find it easier to digest a statement like 
"No other living poet has written so well about the actions of ordinary men" 
(Jarrell on Frost) than I do the syntactical thickets that mark contemporary critical 
discourse. Actually, I'm getting a little sick of the word "discourse." 
 
The case that competition harms poetry by commodifying it is a weak one given 
the realities of publication. Any time a poem is submitted to a journal, the poet 
enters a silent competition with all the writers whose work is on the desk of the 
poetry editor. To make matters worse, poems are often competing for the 
attention of, not the editor, but a young, freshly empowered screener. The editor, 
of course, does what editors are paid to do: pick the best. Why would subscribers 
settle for less? Didn't the ads promise them "the very best in contemporary 
writing?" The same is true of manuscripts submitted to presses in the hope that a 



book might come of it. This competitiveness is increasingly visible with the trend 
in university presses and small presses to ignore manuscripts unless they are 
sent as entries to a publication contest the way horses are entries in a horse 
race. Such competitions take place not in the presence of spectators but behind 
the scenes, a covertness that makes the poetry slam for all its hectoring and 
vulgarity a kind of full disclosure of what is really going on in the literary 
marketplace. 
 
For me, the thorny word in the title of this book is not "best" but "poetry" because 
I am rarely sure of what we are talking about when we talk about poetry. Serious 
discussions of poetry commonly imply a very narrow definition of the genre. 
When I hear it is said that "poetry... is about the extending of human 
consciousness, making conscious the unconscious, creating a symbolic 
consciousness that in its finest moments overcomes all the dualities in which the 
human world is cruelly and eternally... enmeshed," I wonder if that would include 
Alexander Pope's "Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot" or the Yukon poems of Robert 
Service. When I read that "poetry's perpetual direction is its way of ensouling 
events, of seeking the doubleness in the events, the events' hidden or 
contradictory meaning," I get the feeling the writer did not have in mind Chaucer's 
ribaldry in "The Miller's Tale," Swift's vituperative "The Character of Sir Robert 
Walpole," or Ovid's "The Art of Love," where advice on the bedding of women is 
happily offered. Can Catullus telling Minimus that his girlfriend is the cheapest 
whore in Rome be "ensouled"? So much poetry-traditional and contemporary-
falls outside the circle of such discussions that we might pause in our awareness 
of how small an area is circumscribed by such high-sounding, presumptuous 
critical talk. Many vital poems are excluded for being too ludic, satirical, 
insufficiently hallowed, or for coming up short in the sensitivity department. But 
they are poetry, too. In fact, such a wild hodgepodge of verbal activity takes place 
under the heading "poetry" that the term has been stretched beyond its ability to 
be defined. Can Ogden Nash and Paul Verlaine be expected to sleep soundly in 
the same bed? 
 
Now a word about the skewed, erratic taste of this editor. In burrowing through 
stacks of magazines, I went by poem, not by author's name. I am happy to report 
that I had never heard of roughly a third of the seventy-five chosen poets-a result, 
no doubt, of my ignorance, not their lack of reputation. When I say I read well 
over a thousand poems during the course of the year, I really mean that I started 
to read well over a thousand poems. In many cases, something stopped me from 
finishing or I rushed to the end just to make sure nothing surprising was going to 
happen. Often, I failed to hear a human voice speaking to me. Too many poems 
seemed oblivious to my presence and not the least interested in my participation 
as a reader. If you're not going to talk to me, then I'm going to stop listening, I 
would grumble as I turned the page. I also looked for, and often did not find, a 
sense of manifest content, a degree of surface clarity. When I begin reading a 



poem (call me crazy) I am looking for coordinates that will orient me by giving me 
somewhere to stand-a place to cross the border, a point of entry. I am bored by 
poems that are transparent from beginning to end, but I am quick to put down 
poems whose opening lines make me feel I have walked in on the middle of a 
Swedish movie being run backwards with no subtitles. 
 
But just because a poem is reasonably intelligible doesn't mean it's worth 
reading. When John Ciardi was poetry editor of the Saturday Review, he 
published a list of immediate deal-breakers, flaws that prevented him from 
reading any further, and thus allowed him to devote more time to the search for 
good work; the mention of mythological beings and the apostrophe "Oh!" found 
places on his list. I have a few of my own. The word "cicada," for example, stops 
me in my tracks. Sorry. I simply cannot continue. Poems consisting largely of 
memories tend to leave me unfurled, particularly memories of family members-
parents, grandparents, especially ones referred to as "Dad," "Mom," "Grandpa," 
and "Grannie." The same goes for poems that seem obsessed with some object 
associated with a dead person: grandpa's tool box, mom's ironing board, Dad's 
fishing rod, and the like. I was surprised to see how much poetic room such 
necro-fetishes are taking up these days. Poems brimming with personal nostalgia 
were easy to put aside. Some key words here are "Chevy," "we used to," "screen 
door," "the old Motorola," and, again, "Dad" himself. I also turned quickly away 
from poems that presumed an interest on my part in the poet-speaker's psychic 
condition (usually misery) while showing no interest in providing any degree of 
linguistic pleasure, which, according to Coleridge, is the "immediate object of 
poetry." Too many poems seemed content to convey an experience followed by a 
reaction to it without factoring in the reader's presumed indifference to the inner 
lives of strangers. Open enrollment in this perception/reaction school began with 
the "loco-descriptive" poems of the late 18th century. Such poems typically begin 
by presenting a speaker fixed in a landscape. The speaker describes his natural 
surroundings then falls into a reverie, returning at the end of the poem to the 
original scene, which now appears altered by the intervening shifts in the 
speaker's consciousness. The most distilled example of an "I-came-I saw-I-felt" 
poem might be Wordsworth's "I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud," commonly known 
as the "daffodil poem." I saw a lot of daffodils, the poet tells us-no, really, tons of 
them, and whenever I think back on that day I feel... exuberant! "Who cares?" 
would have been a legitimate response at the time of the poem's composition, 
because the presumptuousness of the Romantic show-and-tell method had not 
yet established itself as the new content of poetry. Today, its position as the 
dominant type seems secure. But if a poet is incapable of pleasing the reader 
with verbal and imaginative thrills, is it really enough for him to write that he saw 
something (the stars in the sky) and that it made him feel something (rather 
small)? 
 
So what makes one poem better than another? Harold Bloom thinks that the 



question is "more crucial today than ever before, since extrapoetic considerations 
of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, and assorted ideologies increasingly 
constitute the grounds for judgment in the educational institutions and the media 
of the English-speaking world." To shine a more positive light on the subject, let 
me attempt to say what it is about certain poems that widened my eyes. The 
recognizable sound of a human voice is always an inducement to continue. I 
prefer to act as an auditor rather than a witness to an act of literary alchemy. I 
was also made alert by poems that appeared to be going somewhere, poems 
that were taking me on an imaginative journey. I was drawn to poems where the 
poet did not seem completely sure of where he or she was headed. Emerson 
compared writing to ice skating in that the writer might be taken places he did not 
intend to go. And Formula 1 driver Mario Andretti once said "if you feel that 
everything is under control, you're just not driving fast enough." Obviously, to go 
somewhere, you have to start somewhere. Being oriented at the outset of a 
poem offers the promise of being pleasantly disoriented later as the poem moves 
into more complex territory where the waters are more strangely stirred. Highly 
explicit titles can orient the reader precisely: "Lines Written on a Wayside Bench 
in Spring" or "Elegy for the Duke of Grafton Burned to Death in his Bugatti at the 
Limerick Grand Prix." But opening lines are where readers usually look for their 
bearings. A poem that starts in the "factual" ("I am looking out the kitchen 
window" or "I am sitting on a flagpole") can move from that starting place into 
more nebulous areas. This kind of progression from clarity to mystery, this 
gradual deepening, has long characterized the movement of the lyric poem. 
Once in a poetry class (an elementary one) a student asked me what those tiny 
numbers were doing alongside the poem we were reading. After I explained they 
were line numbers, I added that they were also like the numbers on the sides of 
swimming pools indicating depth. The poem gets deeper as it goes along; and it 
has a better chance of doing that if it starts out in the shallow end, I went on, 
kicking the metaphor up and down the aisles. 
 
The stakes seem lower to me in static poems where the poet is content to 
decorate a memory, "poeticize" an experience, or simply indulge in the folly of 
"self-expression." Poems with a sense of journey gave the impression that the 
poet was figuring out the direction of the poem as it went along. My attention 
quickened when I heard in a poem "the sound of thinking," as James 
Longenbach puts it, "not the sound of finished thought but the sound of a mind 
alive in the syntactical process of discovering what it might be thinking." Poems 
act more alive and immediate when they exhibit a degree of self-awareness by 
turning on themselves or commenting on their own existence. The poem then 
becomes the event itself, not just the report of a past experience. Perhaps the 
very best poems combine an acute awareness of tradition with a unique 
freshness of voice. The result of this double accomplishment may be a tone of 
playful irreverence; the past cannot be mocked unless it is known and therefore 
acknowledged. I was drawn to poets who clearly had not had the high school 



beaten out of them by college-pranksters and mischief-makers who are testing 
the last remains of poetic decorum. Megan Gannon's "List of First Lines," Joy 
Katz's "Just a Second Ago," and wiseguy Mark Pawlak's "The Shaper the Berry" 
are striking examples. In the end, I read as any hedonist would and found my 
pleasures wherever I could. 
 
If you are anything like me, you do not turn to poetry because you are interested 
in the author; you go there because you are interested in yourself, and you see 
poetry as a means of stimulating your sense of being. If you are a poet, you read 
other poets for inspiration, that is, for opportunities to steal, or for the possibility 
that another poet will open a door for you that you never knew existed. But the 
primary reason for reading is pleasure, and, dry as it sounds to say so, the 
primary source of poetic pleasure is form. The content of a poem may be 
personal to the point of narcissism, self-involved to the point of autism, but its 
form-that is, any feature that gives the poem cohesion and keeps it from drifting 
into chaos-is communal, inclusive, even cordial. 
 
Among the seventy-five poems I chose for the anthology, there are both inherited 
forms and ad hoc patternings. There are sonnets by Paul Muldoon and Marilyn 
Nelson, prose poems by Daniel Gustein and James Tate, a sort of ode by Dean 
Young, a Laura Cronk sestina, plenty of couplets, tercets, and quatrains, and 
even a sequence of limericks by R.S. Gwynn. More improvised or home-made 
forms guide Kim Addonizio's series of subverted adages, Julie Larios's double 
abecedariam, the homeless dependent clauses of Megan Gannon, and the near 
stichomythia of Paul Violi's "Counterman." But whether a poem is casually 
patterned or set in the locked and fully upright position, it can be said that all 
good poetry is formal poetry. Even the least formally attired poem, if mindfully 
composed, will set up "frameworks of expectation," in John Hollander's words. 
Such poems carry us forward through a series of steps that lead-or ironically fail 
to lead-to some revelation, a notion, or even an angle of vision that was not 
possible before that poem was written. The way of the poem takes us to a place 
that did not exist before the poem was written. A poem is the path of its own 
going, and the only access to its ending. And besides the rhythm of the line, 
which sometimes can be scanned and identified, there is the less obvious rhythm 
of the whole poem, the pacing of its parts, the gradual release of its energy, its 
rhetorical pulsations. Whether traditional or invented, form is a guide that 
provides the poet with a condition under which to write, thus avoiding mere 
tantrum. And once established, form holds the reader in its embrace. Form finally 
gives proof that the poem is the result of a negotiation between the poet and an 
essentially uncooperative language. Many poems included here can claim as 
their form simply their sense of journeying, the steady movement that points 
toward the destination of the final lines, the unfolding path of a poem's progress. 
These more loosely constructed poems-see Bao Phi's "Race" and Mark 
Halliday's "Refusal to Notice Beautiful Women"-must be seen as examples of a 



now dominant type, which has meant the untuning of traditionally regulated 
poetry. 
 
Once Walt Whitman demonstrated that poetry in English could get along without 
standard meter and end-rhyme, poetry began to lose that familiar gait and 
musical jauntiness that listeners and readers had come to identify with it. But 
poetry also lost something more: a trust system that had bound poet and reader 
together through the reliable reoccurrence of similar sounds and a steady 
dependable beat. Whatever emotional or intellectual demands a poem placed on 
the reader, at least the reader could put trust in the poet's implicit promise to 
keep up a tempo and maintain a sound pattern. It's the same promise that is 
made to the listeners of popular songs. What has come to replace this system of 
trust, if anything? However vague a substitute, the answer is probably tone of 
voice. As a reader, I come to trust or distrust the authority of the poem after 
reading just a few lines. Do I hear a voice that is making reasonable claims for 
itself-usually a first person voice speaking fallibly but honestly-or does the poem 
begin with a grandiose pronouncement, a riddle, or an intimate confession foisted 
on me by a stranger. Tone may be the most elusive aspect of written language, 
but our ears instantly recognize words that sound authentic and words that ring 
false. The character of the speaker's voice played an indescribable but essential 
role in the making of those two piles I mentioned, one much taller than the other. 
So welcome, readers, to a plurality of poets, a cornucopia of tropes, and a range 
of interests. Herein lies a study of cutlery (Marianne Boruch), an apology to a bird 
(Gaylord Brewer), a mock grammar (Tom Christopher), an epithalamion (Laura 
Cronk), motherly advice (Denise Duhamel), a close encounter with a mermaid 
(Debora Greger), a study in comparative religions (R.S. Gwynn), a solution to the 
problem of beautiful women (Mark Halliday), a ferry ride (Katia Kapovich), a visit 
to a Civil War battlefield (Laura Kasischke), a police chase (Mark Kraushaar), a 
slew of insults (Mark Pawlak), a bank heist (David Wagoner), and a full-blown 
drag race (Bao Phi). 
 
As with any anthology, you can dip in anywhere. The order is alphabetical as 
usual, so the sequence is left to Dame Fortune, who has wiles of her own. 
Thanks to her, Lawrence Raab gets to walk arm in arm with Betsy Retallack, 
Charles Harper Webb can rub elbows with C. K. Williams, and Alison Townsend 
has the pleasure of sitting between a couple of witty old friends, Tony Towle and 
Paul Violi. The authors' notes in the back, a prominent feature of this series, 
invite one to flip back and forth from poem to comment. Being taken backstage 
like that can be revealing, but don't be surprised if the two sometimes don't seem 
to match. Poets are notoriously unreliable commentators on their own work, as 
they should be. Getting a poet to talk about his or her poem is like trying to get a 
dog to look into a mirror; no matter how well-groomed the poodle, these creatures 
prefer the smell of something real to their own scentless reflections. A lesson for 
us all. 
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